SIBS / TRANSDATA® Case Study

Goal: Sustainable Corporate Buildings

A cooperative effort by leading Charlotte-based corporations and researchers at UNC Charlotte’s
Energy and Production Infrastructure Center (EPIC), the Sustainably Integrated Buildings and
Sites (SIBS) initiative seeks to understand and dramatically improve the energy performance of
corporate buildings. Participants include Wells Fargo, Bank of America, Ingersoll Rand, and
Atrium Health. The objective is to drive down energy costs, enhance maintenance efficiency,
and improve the sustainability of their operational footprints. Over the long term, the
participants will deliver improved building designs by introducing unique data and analytics
solutions and by completing deep, data-driven analysis of current as-built energy performance.
Approach: Enterprise Level Data Analysis of Energy Consumption

Given the diversity of locations, weather, installed measurement technology, energy types and
utilization, understanding energy consumption in corporate buildings is a complex
undertaking. The key questions are: “Why are some sites lower performers than others?” and
“Can we utilize data to determine “the why”, avoiding an on-site evaluation?”

Ultimately, a

standard metric, Energy Use Intensity (EUI), is the basis for usage comparison across diverse
locations with varied age, size and energy use configurations. Data is gathered from some 6,000
retail sites nationwide, resulting in a large, complex data set, which is then combined and
analytic solutions are applied to deliver comparable results.

Challenge: Managing Disparate, Uneven Data Sets

In the SIBS analysis data about building specifications is stored in large databases and must be
merged with a multiplicity of other data sets representing energy usage and type, as well as
weather data.

Given that these retail locations are of varied ages and have different

measurement technologies in place, the data sets are not uniform and data is often incomplete,
missing, or “ragged”.
Solution: The TRANSDATA Visual Data Modeling Application

In order to overcome the challenge of
working with numerous data sets in a
variety of structures and formats,

the

SIBS team deployed a Visual Data
Modeling Solution from Transdata
Solutions, Inc. TRANSDATA allows for the
merging of an unlimited number of data
sources and handles vast databases with
ease, as well as seamlessly reshaping and
normalizing inconsistent and missing
data. Using TRANSDATA the team rapidly
developed multiple visual models which,
operating in conjunction, connected and cleansed the disparate data sources, merged them as
appropriate, and performed the calculation, manipulation, and analytics necessary to arrive at
the desired outcome, namely “Which locations have the highest EUI?”, creating opportunities
for specific engineering and maintenance actions downstream.
With TRANSDATA, the SIBS team is completing its analysis of building energy performance
more quickly and cost effectively than ever.
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